
Types of Recovery

There are two types of recoveries:

1) Restart Recovery

 Every time an instance is restarted/ started the consistency of all the databases including master,

model, msdb and tempdb is checked. 
 This process is an internal operation and initiated just to keep the entire instance clean and with

integrity.
 Taking database offline/online involves restart recovery for that database.

2) Restore Recovery

 As per backup strategy whenever a restore is started and recovery is done per backup sequence.
 This entire process of recovery initiated manually is called as Restore recovery.

 SQL Server restore Phases

 Restore means copying data from backup files. 
 Using restore command you can restore part or whole database. 
 The restore process contains multiple phases. 

1. Data Copy Phase:

This  is  the  first  phase  of  restore  process.  In  Data  Copy  Phase  following  operations  are
performed:

 In this phase all the data including index pages, log is being copied from the backup to database.

 It also initializes the contents of files and databases.

 This phase, restore data using full or differential backups.

 Restore  file,  restore  database and restore  page operations  are  used to perform restore  in  this
phase.

2. Roll Forward (or) Redo Phase

 It will redo all the changes that occur before the crash so that database remains in same state as it
was before the crash. 

 In other words, this phase we try to bring database forward in time by applying logged changes,
to perform this operation SQL Database Engine use full backup. 

 Redo operation is performed only when it is required. 

3. Roll Backward (or) Undo Phase



 The database becomes inconsistent after performing redo operation because it contains changes
made by uncommitted transactions at the recovery point. 

 So the recovery processes first identifies the uncommitted transaction and then undo them. 
 The main goal of this phase is to maintain the integrity of database. The undo phase is skipped if 

database is already in consistent state.

Restore phase’s options: WITH RECOVERY or WITH NORECOVERY 

WITH RECOVERY
o The RESTORE statement with WITH RECOVERY option contains both undo and redo phase.

This command is used to bring database in online state.
WITH NORECOVERY

o Undo phase is skipped with WITH RECOVERY option to preserve those transactions that are not
committed.

Fast Recovery Phase

 This phase is available in SQL Server 2005 and later versions. 
 The fast recovery allows user to access the database during the undo phase or we can say it make

database available for user. 
---------------------------------------------------------------

Backup Compression (SQL Server)

 SQL Server backup feature was introduced in every edition of SQL Server 2008 and later can restore a

compressed backup.
 The compressed backup is smaller than an uncompressed backup of the same data, compressing a backup

typically requires less device I/O and therefore usually increases backup speed significantly.
 When you take the backup with compression, it should enable the backup compression at SQL Instance

level.
Eg: backup database mydb to disk=’D:\mybackups\backup-comp.bak’ with compression

Restrictions:

The following restrictions apply to compressed backups:

 Compressed and uncompressed backups cannot co-exist in a media set.

 Previous versions of SQL Server cannot read compressed backups.

 NT backups (Windows Backup) cannot share a tape with compressed SQL Server backups.

Performance Impact of Compressing Backups:

 Significantly increases CPU usage, and the additional CPU consumed by the compression process might 

adversely impact concurrent operations.
 We can isolate the backup I/O to or from devices by evaluating the following sorts of performance counters

 Windows I/O performance counters, such as the physical-disk counters
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 The Device Throughput Bytes/sec counter of the SQLServer:Backup Device object

 The Backup/Restore Throughput/sec counter of the SQLServer:Databases object

 To calculate the compression ratio of a backup, use the values for the backup in the backup_size and 
compressed_backup_size columns of the backupset history table, as follows:

SELECT backup_size/compressed_backup_size FROM msdb..backupset 
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